








If you’ve had problems as a result of drug use, the safest 
way of avoiding them in the future is to stop using drugs 
altogether. However, some people are not ready or will-
ing to take this step yet. If this applies to you, you might 
think about trying to exercise more control over your 
drug use.

Some goals to aim for:

- Use smaller quantities
- Use less frequently – i.e, 
just evenings & weekends
- Don’t mix your drugs.

However, if you do intend to try to control your use, there 
are a number of things that you should be aware of

-     People who have been addicted to drugs like heroin
      or cocaine often find it impossible to return to 
      controlled use. If this applies to you, it may be more
      sensible to try and avoid drug use completely.

-    Some drugs, like heroin and crack cocaine, can be
      extremely difficult to control.

-     Some people find controlled use is an impossible
      goal for them.

Remember also that it isn’t just people who use hard 
drugs like heroin and cocaine that can have problems 
controlling their use. Some people find that even recrea-
tional drug use can lead them into serious problems.

For example, you may find that mixing speed and alcohol 
leads to you continuously getting involved in fights. Or 
the people that you hang around with when you use 
drugs are involved in various crime that you’d prefer to 
avoid.

Controlled Use:
Some things you might want 
to consider include:

- Does your drug use often lead to violence?  If so, there may well
  be certain places that you should avoid. If you know that there are 
  certain places – bars, or clubs for example -- where it all kicks off 
  regularly, it’s probably a good idea to avoid those places. Or if you 
  do go, try and make sure that you aren’t completely stoned. And if 
  someone tries to kick off on you, try and think about it before
  responding: is this really worth going back to prison for?

- Does your drug use lead to involvement in crime? Think about how 
  this happens.  Is it when you are with certain people? If so, you
  should think about widening your circle of friends. Or is it that 
  when you’re stoned, you don’t seem to care as much about the 
  consequences? In that case, you’d probably be safest avoiding using
  drugs altogether.

- Some drugs can produce paranoia – the feeling that everyone is 
  watching you or talking about you. This, in turn, can lead to violence
  as you feel threatened and want people to leave you alone.  Of
  course, they haven’t actually done anything really – it’s all in your 
  head.  If you have ever experienced paranoia, then again, it’s 
  probably better to avoid drug use altogether. You might want to
  find somebody sympathetic – a drugs worker or a doctor, perhaps,
  that you can discuss these experiences with. Particularly if they
  don’t go away when you stop using.

If you do aim to try and control your use, you should set standards 
and monitor your intake carefully. For example, you may decide to 
just smoke weed during the week, and use ecstasy and speed on a 
Saturday night. If this is your goal, monitor your intake carefully. If 
you find that you’re regularly going over your limits, stop and take 
stock. Ask yourself is this really working? 

Think about your patterns of drug use. For example, you may just be 
smoking weed, but if you’re doing it every day, and not doing any-
thing else with your life, this can be just as big a problem as the 
problems caused by heroin or cocaine. Try and find other, more pro-
ductive ways to spend your time. Take up a hobby or a sport. Read a 
book. Take a college course and try and improve your career pros-
pects. Get yourself a girlfriend or a boyfriend, and spend your time 
humping each other stupid. But make sure that you wear a condom 
or you could end up with a whole load of different problems.

Finally, if you’ve tried these things and still  find that you are having 
difficulty controlling your use, then seek help from a drugs agency. 
They can help you by suggesting other methods of control, or by 
helping you to look at whether giving up drugs altogether is a more 
manageable alternative for you.





Relapse Prevention
If you’ve finally managed to get clean during a prison sen-
tence, then congratulations! You’ve achieved something that’s 
very difficult and that many people can’t manage.  However, 
that was the easy part. The difficult thing now is to stay clean 
and avoid slipping back to your old ways.  

Here are some tips that might help you to achieve that:

1. Find ways to occupy 
your time productively. 

Remember, the dealer sells bags to idle hands! The single 
most useful thing that you can do is to find yourself a 
job. This can be hard, especially if you have a criminal 
record, but you should keep pursuing it. If you can’t find 
something immediately, think about getting some training, or 
going to college to try and improve your employability.

2. Try to maintain a good 
support network.
 

You’re much more likely to stay clean if you have the support 
of family and non-drug using friends.

Lots of people will have the occasional slip and use. However, 
just because you’ve used once – or even a couple of times – 
this doesn’t mean that you’re beaten.  Consider this a 
slip, and not a full-blown relapse. Rather than going 
back to your old patterns of use, resolve to try even harder to 
stay clean in the future.

Staying clean is very difficult at first, but it does get easier. 
Recognise that you will need emotional support during this 
period, and seek it out, from family, friends, drugs agencies or 
self-help groups.

Recognising when you need help is not a weakness; 
it’s actually a strength.

If you want to avoid getting into difficulties, remember, 

HALT!  Don’t get:

Hungry –  good nutrition and keeping your blood 
sugar levels up prevents you from getting irritable or 
depressed, both things that can lead to relapse.

Angry –  if someone is pissing you off, walk away. 
Don’t let some other fool screw your life up, by giving you an 
excuse to use.

Lonely –  feeling isolated can also lead to depres-
sion or a return to your old using pals. Make a point of seek-
ing friends who don’t use drugs. If you don’t know anybody, 
then join a support group like AA or NA, where you can meet 
other people who are also trying to stay clean. Your local 
drugs agency can advise you on meetings in your area.

Tired – exhaustion can also lead you to do stupid 
things, whether to get that burst of extra energy, or just 
because you can’t sum up the emotional reserves necessary 
to say no when you really need to.

You’ll need to monitor your emotional states, and when 
you feel yourself getting into a vulnerable situation, 
take stock.  Remember also to watch out for things that can 
lead to craving. This means being sensitive to:

People –  the people that you used to get high 
with are a risk to you now, as they can touch off cravings for 
the old times.

Places –  try and avoid the places that you associ-
ated with using in the past.

Things –  some objects can also have strong asso-
ciations with drugs that may prompt cravings. For a heroin 
user it might be tinfoil or vinegar. For a crack smoker, it may 
be a glass, a plastic mineral water bottle or a coke can. Avoid 
these things where you can, and be aware of their capability 
to prompt craving.





After release from prison, drug users are at a very high risk 
from overdose due to a drop in tolerance levels.  Before going 
into jail, you might have used a twenty-pound half in one 
shot. However, if you try to use the same amount after 
release, this is likely to cause overdose.  Therefore be extreme-
ly careful when using drugs on release from prison.

Do not mix drugs. 
Do not mix drugs & alcohol. 
Do not use alone.

Heroin is not the only drug that causes overdose, but it is the 
most common.  There is less chance of an overdose occurring 
if you smoke heroin rather than injecting it.  If you do inject, 
always use clean works.

If someone loses consciousness 
as a result of a heroin overdose,

DO: Make sure that their 
mouth and throat is clear.
Just as water won’t go down your sink if the plug holes 
blocked up.  Air can’t go down the wind pipe if it’s blocked 
with vomit, false teeth etc.  Stick your fingers in their mouth 
and fish out anything that shouldn’t be there.

DO: Put them on their 
tummy with their head to 
one side, so that if they 
vomit, they won’t choke on 
it. 
Drowning in vomit is a common cause of death when people 
are lying on their backs and unconscious.  Make sure their 
head is on one side or they will have trouble breathing.  prac-
tise putting each other in this position with friends or other 
people you regularly use with.

DO: Call an ambulance 
IMMEDIATELY. 
Delay may mean the difference between life and death.  This 
is easier said than done as a natural reaction is to panic, par-

Overdose
ticularly if you are stoned yourself.  Make a pact to look after 
each other.  In some areas the ambulance service have 
changed their policy: they will not inform the police when 
there is an overdose, unless there is a death.   When some-
body has overdosed follow this advice:
DO NOT:

* Dip them in a bath of 
         cold water

* Slap them in the face &
 kick them in the balls

* Inject them with coke,
 speed, adrenaline, salt
 water or hot, sweet tea

* Dump them in the alley

* Rob their Bensons. 
 (Take their money, by all means, but leave them a bifter
  for crying out loud.)

RINGING FOR AN
AMBULANCE:

Go straight to the telephone and call an ambulance.   
Waiting to see if they wake up could cost them their lives.

Tell the telephone operator that someone is unconscious 
and you can’t wake them.  Don’t mention 
drugs at this point.  Give them a 
precise location and address including the number of the 
house so that they can find the patient. 

Wait with the person until the ambulance arrives: If 
you want to hide any drugs and stuff, make sure you keep an 
eye on them while you do this.

DO TELL the paramedics exactly what drugs the 
person has taken. If they have overdosed on heroin or some 
other opiate, the medics or hospital can give the person an 
antidote called NALOXONE that can evacuate 
all trace of the drug from their system.

BUT: 
They have to get to the person in time, and know exactly 
what they’ve used before they can do this.





Research boffins with enormous brains have found that when 
people are released from prison, they have a period of about 
a month in which they have to start to make the changes in 
their lifestyle that they need if they want to stay out of trou-
ble in the future.

Of course, you may feel that you know better than these peo-
ple. However, if you do think this, you might want to ask 
yourself why you’re banged up in a shitty cell with only Mrs. 
Fist for company, while they enjoy nice cars, nice houses, big 
fat salaries.

I know whose advice I’d be more inclined to take.

Cynics will say that it’s impossible to change. There isn’t any 
help out there for people like us.

WRONG
Your local drug service or CARAT team can offer you a wealth 
of different services, whether you want to continue using 
drugs in a moderate way, or whether you want to give up 
completely. 

Don’t think that it can’t be done. Thousands of people man-
age to do it every year. But remember what those research 
boffins say. You’ve got just a couple of weeks after your 
release in which to choose to change and then act to make 
that change a reality.

DON’T 
BLOW 
IT!

out of jail

  CARATS CAN:
 Help you plan ways to avoid getting into   
 trouble as a result of your drug use.

 Give you advice to help you to avoid 
 overdose.

 Put you in contact with a local drug team 
 that can prescribe methadone to stabilise your 
 drug consumption.

 Help you to arrange a prescription for 
 naltrexone – the drug that stops the effects of   
 heroin from working in order to help you avoid   
 relapse.

 Help you to arrange effective medications   
 for anxiety, depression or any other illness that 
 may be contributing to your chaotic and 
 self-destructive patterns of drug use.

 Help you to get hooked up with a self-help   
 group like Narcotics Anonymous or Alcoholics 
 Anonymous so that you can get support from 
 others in the same situation as you.

 Arrange for you to get help with 
 benefits, debt, housing problems, or any of the   
 other potential problems that await you on 
 release.

 Put you in touch with education and training   
 services in order to help you make the final break 
   with a life of crime and get you back into main-  
     stream society.




